Our vulnerable world of vanishing safety nets
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How vulnerable do you feel as 2022 draws to a close? How worried are you for family and friends? How much more vulnerable are your patients in a world of vanishing safety nets?

Perhaps the most tragic statistic is that 10.5 million of the world’s children are now orphaned by covid-19 (doi:10.1136/bmj.02838). The impact is greatest, as ever, in the poorest countries and among the most disadvantaged populations. Thus far, solutions are few and specific initiatives rare, even in rich countries. Here is a clearly identified group of people who need support—and society, the safety net, is failing them.

A rise in hospital admissions for respiratory illnesses and cases of fatal invasive group A streptococcal infections are rightly receiving attention (doi:10.1136/bmj.02941). But some discussion around these cases is missing. Helen Salisbury argues that safety netting—“come back if she doesn’t get better”—works only if patients and carers have easy access to primary care doctors (doi:10.1136/bmj.02936).

When workforce shortages make out-of-hours appointments, and home and return visits, harder, what sense is there in the media vilifying doctors for providing virtual consultations and a virtual safety net (doi:10.1136/bmj.02934)? Innovation, a popular solution to health service crises, isn’t so welcome when it can be used as an excuse to advance an agenda against health professionals.

An end to attacks on doctors in the media would help retention, as would a solution to the UK’s pensions dispute. Losing GPs and hospital consultants in their prime because they pay more on their pension’s tax bill than they earn seems the height of negligence, and the solutions being proposed are clearly inadequate (doi:10.1136/bmj.02945).

When safety nets fail, workaround becomes solutions. A rise in food banks, for example, is no substitute for the safety nets that have survived the assault on safety nets. One safety net that has survived the assault on safety nets is awake prone positioning of patients with covid-19 related hypoxaemic respiratory failure. A new approach to NICE guidance on this has been developed (doi:10.1136/bmj.02930), although the impact is inconclusive. Questions remain unanswered, but an intervention with potential to benefit patients with hypoaxaemia merits further evaluation (doi:10.1136/bmj.02888).

Rigorous evidence gathering and sound evaluation build confidence in interventions. These were hallmarks of the UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence as it established an international reputation for setting standards in health technology assessment. A new approach to NICE’s methods that prioritises access to innovation will benefit some patients and certainly manufacturers but may mean that another safety net is slipping away for many other patients (doi:10.1136/bmj-2022-071974).
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